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Her Bride His Groom Ties the Knot
Brought to you with love and compassion, Her Bride His Groom is an online wedding directory that strives
to help same sex couples plan their perfect wedding day. This unique service showcases wedding suppliers
and vendors who are supportive in giving equal opportunity and service to same sex couples.
Founder of Her Bride His Groom, Samuel Meathrel, created the directory after discovering that there were
limited resources for same sex couples looking to tie the knot.
“While I understand that same sex marriage is not yet legally recognised in Australia, there’s definitely a
huge gap in the market for this type of service.
“Support for marriage equality is stronger than ever and will continue to grow… In the meantime, I don’t see
why same sex couples should be deprived of committing to one another in a traditional manner,” says Sam
Meathrel.
Together with his team at Her Bride His Groom, Sam Meathrel is helping make dreams come true by
providing equal opportunities to same sex couples for their special day. The online wedding directory will be
officially launching with an exclusive event Wednesday, 13th July 2016.
Her Bride His Groom has collated a number of supportive suppliers and vendors, to ensure same sex couples
are prepared for their special day.
“Here at Her Bride His Groom we have partnered with some of the most distinguished suppliers in the
wedding industry to ensure same sex couples can plan their nuptials in an encouraging environment free of
any prejudice…
“We have covered all bases, from venues right through to honeymoons… There’s nothing more rewarding
than guiding couples through the entire planning process to result in one of the happiest days of their lives,”
says Sam Meathrel.
Her Bride His Groom is not only aiming to become the number one advisory for same sex couples planning
to wed, but also has plans to hold Australia’s first same sex marriage wedding expo, and evolve into a
complete lifestyle brand for the LGBTI community.
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